Product review

Internet Administrator for Network v3.0
Safety and access control from professionals.

> Direct analysis of a network traffic
> Module of monitoring and access rules
> Updatable URL category data base with more than 3,5 million sites
> Own reports system

Powerful combination - the best protection!
Review

The Internet Administrator is a software to
control users traffic in networks of any
scale. This independent solution allows to
organize a web filtration to reduce risk of
visit of sites for adults at a work, to increase
productivity of employees due to restriction
of sites of an entertaining orientation, and
also to organize reporting system about
Internet usege at the enterprise.
The URL category database is a
heart of filtration and represents sites
previously distributed by categories.
It includes anonymous proxy servers
which allow to hide real sites and to
bypass restrictions with standard
methods!
Any network parameters, such as a host
name, port, and also time and other values
are subject to deny or allow.
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Pass-By technology of the direct
network analysis

The sniffer technology physically doesn't affect
a network traffic, that is the program simply
watches a network segment, and uses special
TCP packets for blocking.
Advantages of Pass-By:
The network traffic physically isn't
processed.
Doesn't reduce network speed.
If server with the program failure - the
Internet will continue work.
The server is compatible with any network
hardware or software.

Monitoring and access log –
fast data online

The Internet Administrator uses own
database of visited web sites. Algorithms
of log and reports are made so that small
time is needed for creation of reports.

The reporting system consists from two components.
The access log allows to obtain data in a
dynamic mode and is consecutive, as the
user visits sites. The report system allows
to obtain more exact and adjusted data:
Output of an overall picture on a traffic
Graphical representation of the data
Filter with additional parameters of the
report such as a site, port, user, group,
category, time.

URL database of the content filtration
Blocking categories
It is the most important part of the whole
product. The URL base consists of more than 3,5
million sites and has service online of updatings
like antiviruses. Except blocking categories such
as a porno, entertainment or video, database
contains a set of anonymous proxy servers which
allow to bypass the established ban including at
the level of the state or internet provider and need
to be blocked.

Having blocked access to anonymizers - you
will be sure that all your internet access policy
works as it is necessary!
Besides the category database contains a set of
entertaining sites and harmful for work sites,
such as news, job search, search of travel,
social networks and forums.
The current category database provides
the best protection than ever. We
constantly develop this service and we
release new updates periodically.

By using category database it is possible:
To deny a porno.
To deny anonymizers.
To deny advertizing.
To save a traffic.
To provide access to really necessary
sites in work.
To make reports on categories which
most popular in your network.
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Why Internet Administrator

The awarded software product is approved by
a time. Quite so it is possible to tell about the
current development of the Internet
Administrator. Our software is used in
hundred companies of any level with number
of computers from 10 to 5000.
The technologies of a filtration, data
processing and storage of information
aren't exacting to server resources. Count
of bugs in software is minimized, and
possible denial of service will cause only
lack in control, and the Internet will
continue to work.
The URL category database is not the
biggest in the world, however all sites is
manually testing. Our database isn't filled
with any robot analyzer of sites therefore
level of mistakes is minimized.
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Ease to use:

Low cost
Simple interface
Easy integration with any network
infrastructure
Extensible system – possibility of use
of several installations to control of
different Internet channels or offices
on uniform access policy

Fast and safe access:

The analysis at a speed up to 1 Gb.
Doesn't influence productivity of a
network and speed of packets transfer.
The checked and superfast algorithms
of data processing.

More information on a site:
http://www.iadmin.biz/products/

Installation and system
requirements
Software:
Microsoft Windows operating system
Winows Server 2003 or XP
Winows Server 2008 or Vista
Winows Server 2008R2 or 7
Winows Server 2012 or 8
Supports x64 and x32 versions

Hardware:
Smart network switch or router with
support of packets mirroring. The
Internet Administrator server is
connected to the mirroring port to
which all Internet traffic is copied.
Or Internet gateway or net bridge on
the basis of the computer with
Windows OS.

Contact information
Questions:
support@iadmin.biz

Sales:
sales@iadmin.biz
+7 495 5147244

